From Pittsburgh to Christchurch, the men who have carried out deadly shootings
cite the same fear: the replacement of white people.
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From Pittsburgh to Christchurch, and now El Paso, white men accused of carrying out
deadly mass shootings have cited the same paranoid fear: the extinction of the white
race.
The threat of the “great replacement,” or the idea that white people will be replaced by
people of color, was cited directly in the four-page screed written by the man arrested
in the killing of 22 people in El Paso over the weekend.
The phrase was coined in 2012 by the French author Renaud Camus, whose writing on
white genocide echoes at least a century of white supremacist views. But some experts
now fear the doctrine of replacement is being embraced more readily by lone wolf
white terrorists and even some politicians, producing a particularly dangerous climate.
“These series of shootings all have an element of fear and anxiety created by this
concept of being replaced,” said Oren Segal, the director of the Anti-Defamation
League’s Center on Extremism. “When you think your race is going to go extinct, you
will do anything to protect that.”
Mr. Camus has sought to distance himself from white supremacists, writing in an email
to The New York Times that nonviolence was central to his philosophy. Yet he did not
shy away from saying he believed that people of white European descent were at risk
of being
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People who have that mind-set — fueled by the belief that violently defending the
white race is not only heroic but rational — can be particularly lethal in this moment,
experts said.
Ms. Beirich added that Mr. Camus’s writings lend an “academic veneer and
sophisticatedness” to these racist views.
“White nationalism isn’t new, but what we need to recognize is that from
Charlottesville to Pittsburgh to Poway to El Paso, these aren’t outliers on a scatter
plot,” said Jonathan Greenblatt, the chief executive of the Anti-Defamation League.
“These are data points on a trend line. And that’s a trend line that indicates clearly and
unambiguously that white supremacy is a global threat.”

Replacement theory also perpetuates the false and anti-Semitic view that the end of
the white race is part of a Jewish conspiracy.
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“The United States has always been in the midst of a white nationalist terrorist crisis,”
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theory of the great replacement shares the same ideas found in Grant’s
book, Dr. Spiro said.

